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Theunderwateracousticchannelhasmanyfundamentally
different properties to the conventional radio-based wireless
channel. Communication is changed drastically by acous-
tic propagation speeds that are ﬁve orders of magnitude
slower than radio. This, coupled with bandwidth limitations,
high transmit energy cost, complex multi-path effects, and
high bit-error rates make the issue of medium access control
(MAC) in an acoustic medium a challenging problem.
Recent work has begun to explore how multi-hop com-
munication over short distances (500m or less) can reduce
many of the channel complexities and improve energy ef-
ﬁciency (for example, see [1]), but multi-hop communica-
tion requires channel coordination. Our current work is
therefore focused on understanding the challenges and po-
tential solutions in MAC design for such short-range acous-
tic underwater sensor networks. Prior work on MAC for
underwater acoustic networks has developed code distribu-
tion techniques with CDMA [6]. Recent work has extended
radio-based sensor network MAC approaches to underwater
for a speciﬁc class of applications [3]. More recent work
has adapted CSMA techniques for underwater networks [2].
However we believe that the opportunities in underwater
MACs have not been fully explored, particularly in low-cost,
short-range networks.
In this abstract, we present a reservation based MAC pro-
tocol, called Tone Lohi (T-Lohi). (Lohi aptly means “slow”
in Hawaiian.) The T-Lohi MAC introduces two novel ideas.
The ﬁrst is to detect and count the number of contenders
during the reservation and use this information in building
a trafﬁc adaptive back-off algorithm. The slow propagation
enables nodes to detect and count contenders, as long as the
contention packets occupy the channel with a duration much
less than the propagation delay.
The above ability is a major paradigm shift from the col-
lision avoidance (CA) mechanism in terrestrial wireless net-
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works. The collision detection removes the degradation of
throughput at high loads (as we will show via simulation)
while the contention count prevents the packet starvation ef-
fect in classical collision detection MAC’s (i.e. Ethernet).
The second novel idea is to use a wake-up tone for re-
serving the data transmission. The wake-up tone detector, a
hardware optimization being developed on our acoustic mo-
dem [5], allows nodes to listen to the tone with minimal en-
ergy consumption. Using the wake-up tone provides sub-
stantial energy savings during the reservation phase. The
reservation ensures that there is no collision during the fol-
lowing data transmission, avoiding energy waste.
1 The Tone Lohi MAC Protocol
The T-Lohi protocol consists of a reservation period (typ-
ically on the order of tenths of a second and consisting of
multiple contention slots), followed by a reserved data pe-
riod. Nodes transmit a tone during the reservation period if
they intend to reserve the data period. Nodes hearing a tone
during the reservation period will back off. A node “wins” a
data slot reservation if it transmits and does not hear another
tone within a contention slot. There are two variants to the T-
Lohi protocol: synchronized tone (ST) and unsynchronized
tone (UT) Lohi protocols. For the purpose of this poster and
brevity we describe only ST-Lohi as it is more efﬁcient pro-
tocol, provided synchronization can be maintained. (Prior
work suggests this is feasible [4].)
In ST-Lohi, all nodes in the network are aligned to con-
tention slots that are equal to the maximum propagation de-
lay plus the tone length. All contending nodes are forced to
send their reservation tones at the beginning of these slots, if
they are not restricted by back-off. After sending the tone,
a node waits and listens to possible arrival tones for the rest
of the contention slot. If it does not hear another tone, it
winsthereservation, andimmediatelytransmitsitsdata(Fig-
ure 1). Otherwise, it is the case that multiple nodes try to re-
serve the medium, and they should back-off and retry. Nodes
can count the number of contenders in a given slot by count-
ing the number of received tones, and use this number as
their back-off window size. At the end of data transmission,
nodes that attempted contention in the previous reservation
period do so with a smaller window than the nodes that did
not contend at all. This helps minimize the packet delay by
prioritizing nodes that have already contended.
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Figure 1. The ST-Lohi MAC
latency acoustic medium is what we call space-time uncer-
tainty. Inthismedium, notonlyconcurrenttransmissionscan
cause collision, but transmissions at different time and dis-
tances can also cause collision. Synchronizing the transmit
time removes one dimension of uncertainty (time), and wait-
ing for the maximum propagation delay removes the second
(space). This uncertainty is why ST-Lohi waits the maxi-
mum propagation time to guarantee any possible collisions
have been detected. If no other contention tones are sent, the
contending node has reserved the channel and can start trans-
mitting in the next slot. This space-time separation also al-
lowsustocount thenumberofcontenders, sinceeventhough
they transmit at the same time, they are usually at different
physical places in space, thus their contention tones arrive at
different times. We use this count to intelligently select the
backoff for subsequent contention periods.
We achieve energy efﬁciency by using the wake-up tone
abstraction that allows node to send and receive tones with-
out having to stay fully active for the entire contention slot.
Note that our current design only considers fully connected
networks. We are working on extending it with an efﬁcient
multi-hop scheme that utilizes speciﬁc features of the acous-
tic medium to avoid common multi-hop issues.
2 Experimental Results
To evaluate ST-Lohi we extended our time synchroniza-
tion simulator (from [4]) to support packet-level MAC pro-
tocols. Here we report preliminary simulation results with
different node density in a 300x400m area. Each node gen-
erates trafﬁc with a Poisson arrival rate. Each packet is 650
bytes long, and we assume modem bandwidth of 8kb/s. Each
datapoint represents the mean value of 1000 experiments.
Error bars indicate 95% conﬁdence intervals.
Figure 2 shows channel utilization as a function of ag-
gregate offered load for three different network densities. It
also shows two theoretical targets: The solid vertical line
shows the maximum accepted load that could be achieved
with an omniscient MAC. The dotted vertical line shows the
best practical accepted load achieved by ST-Lohi assuming
there was never contention. A dotted line is also shown to
show the best capacity achieved by ST-Lohi for varying load.
As packet transmission time is twice the required contention
time the best practical capacity of ST-Lohi is two-thirds the
channel capacity. (This value could be changed with differ-
ent packet sizes or modem range and bandwidth.)
We see three observations in this simulation. First, it is
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Figure 2. Channel utilization as mean aggregate load
varies, at different densities.
veryefﬁcientatlowofferedloads. Foraggregateofferedload
less than 0.5 packets/s, ST-Lohi is very close to maximum
practical capacity. We therefore conclude that ST-Lohi is
efﬁcient at low contention rates.
Second, as offered load approaches the practical capacity
(0.5–1 packet/s), we see ST-Lohi reaches 50% of maximum
practical capacity. This decrease is due to greater contention,
since nodes now require more than one contention slot to
determine which single node has acquired the channel.
Finally, as offered load exceeds practical capacity (more
than1 packet/s), we observethat ST-Lohiperformance is sta-
ble. This means that MAC performance does not degrade at
higher load, but instead maintains a steady capacity. Further-
more, comparingevaluationfordifferentdensitiesshowsthat
ST-Lohi is stable, independent of the node density. The rea-
son for this load independent capacity is collision detection
capability inherent to medium access in Lohi MAC. Thus,
even under heavy load, the average contention slots until
a data period is reserved remains constant. We conclude
that ST-Lohi efﬁciency does not degrade with offered load
or density.
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